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MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS MEXICO: Monthly Commercial Companies Indicators 

INEGI published this Wednesday its report on Monthly Commercial Companies Indicators for the 

month of April, this indicator fulfills the objective of providing relevant indicators on the behavior 

of Mexico's domestic trade. 

From a monthly perspective and with seasonally adjusted figures, the annual variation is as follows: 

 Real income from the supply of goods and services of commercial companies 

o  Retail, 29.7% 

o Wholesale, 26.6%  

 Total employed personnel 

o Retail, 5.3% 

o Wholesale, 0.4% 

 Real average wages 

o Retail, -0.8% 

o Wholesale, 0.1% 

The reduced comparison base in 2020, given that April was the first month of confinement due to 

the pandemic, implied that the annual rates of variation of commercial sales were double digits in 

April 2021. 

The main driver behind this was the further improvement in conditions around the virus, with the 

epidemiological traffic light showing a more favorable outlook. 

Wholesale sales match the trajectory of manufacturing production and after the collapse of 2020, 

maintain a growth trend in their annual comparison. 

Compared to the previous month, wholesale showed a fall in 2 of its 3 components, real income 

from the supply of goods and services fell -0.4%, total employed personnel fell -0.2% and real 

average wages increased 0.4%. 

Compared to the previous month, retail showed a fall in 2 of its 3 components, real income from 

the supply of goods and services fell -0.4%, total employed personnel fell -0.3% and real average 

wages increased 0.4%. 

Wholesale trading companies posted a monthly pause in their recovery, after ten consecutive 

months of increases. 

In our opinion, these indicators will continue to show a recovery, although the fundamentals for 

consumption will remain weak. This will have a greater impact on the consumption of durable and 

non-essential goods in the coming months. 

Source: https://www.inegi.org.mx/contenidos/saladeprensa/boletines/2021/emec/emec2021_06.pdf  
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